DEED OF GIFT
Name (Donor)_________________________________________________________________________________
Address:______________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________
Donor(s) hereby irrevocably and unconditionally transfers and assigns to the Japanese American Museum of San
Jose, a non-profit organization, its successors and assigns, right, title and interest to the following property, work
and copyright that I (we) have therein, including without limitation full powers of management, conservation,
disposition, the rights to reproduction, public display, the right to publish, the right to public performance, the right
to make derivative works and the right to register the copyright for the property described in detail on the attached
Donation Information Form. I (we) further agree to waive all rights in or to said property, its use or disposition,
assigning all rights of ownership, including the right to transfer, and copyright.
Brief description of donated material:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
I (we) wish that the gift be identified when it is exhibited, loaned, or published as:
“Gift of ______________________________________________”
Gifts will be identified as “Anonymous” unless the above is filled out.
If applicable, please check one of the following:
____ I (we) do own copyrights to the donated item(s).
____ I (we) do not own copyright to the donated item(s). I (we) do not know who does.
____ I (we) do not own copyrights to the donated item(s). The name and address of the individual or party that does
is:__________________________________________________________________________________________
To the best of my (our) belief, the subject of this gift is free and clear of all encumbrances and restrictions, and since
1940 has not been imported or exported into or from any country contrary to its laws. The item has been legally
acquired and is not looted or stolen.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Signature of Donor
Date
The Japanese American Museum of San Jose hereby accepts the above property under the conditions specified.
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Museum Representative
Date
No goods or services were given in exchange for this donation. Donations to the Japanese American Museum of San
Jose, a non-profit 501(c)(3), are tax deductible to the extent allowed by law. JAMsj’s Federal Tax I.D. is 770229249.
For Museum Use Only: #2015.
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